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Abstract

There is evidence that transformers offer state-of-the-
art recognition performance on tasks involving overhead
imagery (e.g., satellite imagery). However, it is difficult
to make unbiased empirical comparisons between com-
peting deep learning models, making it unclear whether,
and to what extent, transformer-based models are benefi-
cial. In this paper we systematically compare the impact of
adding transformer structures into state-of-the-art segmen-
tation models for overhead imagery. Each model is given a
similar budget of free parameters, and their hyperparame-
ters are optimized using Bayesian Optimization with a fixed
quantity of data and computation time. We conduct our ex-
periments with a large and diverse dataset comprising two
large public benchmarks: Inria and DeepGlobe. We per-
form additional ablation studies to explore the impact of
specific transformer-based modeling choices. Our results
suggest that transformers provide consistent, but modest,
performance improvements. We only observe this advan-
tage however in hybrid models that combine convolutional
and transformer-based structures, while fully transformer-
based models achieve relatively poor performance.

1. Introduction
Transformer-based models have become prevalent in

computer vision tasks and have achieved state-of-the-art
performance in classification [12, 31], object detection
[10, 48], and segmentation [7, 3]. This success might osten-
sibly suggest that transformers are superior to other existing
models, such as those based upon convolutional structures,
however this is difficult to conclude based upon the exist-
ing research literature due to the absence of experimental
controls when comparing different vision models. The per-
formance of modern vision models - all of which are based
upon deep neural networks - are affected by numerous fac-

Dataset Region Country Size (km2)

Austin USA 81
Chicago USA 81

Inria Kitsap County USA 81
West Tyrol Austria 81

Vienna Austria 81
Las Vegas USA 150.2

DeepGlobe Paris France 41.88
Shanghai China 173.32
Khartoum Sudan 32.88

Table 1. The cities and their size that compose the Inria and Deep-
Globe datasets.

tors that vary widely among competing models used in pub-
lic benchmarks, and in the research literature [34]. This in-
cludes factors such as the quantity and quality of training
data, the training algorithm (e.g., optimizer), the training
time allotted, and the model’s size (i.e., the number of free
model parameters). Another more subtle, but highly influ-
ential factor, is the computation time and effort invested by
the designer on hyperparameter optimization, which can re-
sult in misleading performance comparisons [34].

If one or more of the aforementioned factors vary be-
tween competing vision models, then it is unclear which
factors among them are responsible for any performance
differences [38, 24, 20, 34]. Consequently, it is unclear
whether the recent success of transformer-based models ap-
plied to overhead imagery has been driven by the use of
transformers, or the variety of other factors that vary among
the competing models. A major goal of vision research is
to uncover the underlying causal factors and design princi-
ples that underpin vision systems; this not only advances
our understanding of vision systems, but also often leads
to substantive performance improvements in such systems.
Therefore an important question in the vision literature is
whether, and to what extent, transformers generally bene-
fit vision models. Controlled studies of transformers have
been conducted with natural imagery [37], providing some
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Figure 1. (a), (b), and (c) show the architecture for the Unet, TransUnet, and SwinUnet respectively. These figures were inspired directly
by [40, 7, 3], respectively

evidence in that context. However, it is unclear whether
their success extends to the unique statistics and condi-
tions present in overhead imagery, a major area of vision
research. Transformers excel at modeling long range de-
pendencies, which while generally beneficial in most vision
tasks, may not be as important in segmentation of overhead
imagery where building information is compact, highly lo-
calized, and many times isolated from other structures. To
our knowledge there has been no systematic study of this
question for overhead imagery tasks.

In this work we perform a carefully-controlled empiri-
cal comparison of three state-of-the-art segmentation mod-
els using overhead imagery, where each model utilizes
progressively more transformer-based structures. Specifi-
cally, we consider the following three models: U-Net [21],
TransUNet[7], and SwinUnet[3]. This is the first time the
TransUnet and SwinUnet have been applied to a large-scale
dataset of overhead imagery 1. Aside from the model varia-
tion we carefully control all other experimental factors, such
as the size of the models, their quantity of training data,
and training procedures. We use a large and diverse dataset
of overhead imagery, comprising two publicly-available
benchmarks to maximize the generality and relevance of
our results. To provide a transparent and unbiased hyper-
parameter optimization procedure, we use Bayesian Opti-
mization (BO) with a fixed budget of iterations to select the
hyperparameters of each model. We provide each model
with approximately 330 hours of optimization time in or-
der to identify effective hyperparameters for each model.
These experimental controls allow us to study whether, and
to what degree, transformers are beneficial in the context
of overhead imagery. Using our optimized models, we also
conduct several additional ablation studies to evaluate the
impact of specific design choices in the transformer-based
models. We can summarize our contributions as follows:

• The first investigation of two recent state-of-the-art
segmentation models for processing overhead im-
agery: the transUnet [7], and the swinUnet [3].

1The recent work in [43] independently and concurrently studied these
models, in a complementary setting

• The first controlled evaluation of whether, and to what
extent, transformers are beneficial for vision models in
overhead imagery.

2. Related Work
Segmentation in overhead imagery. Segmentation of

overhead imagery requires complex features to describe the
vast domain as well as pixel level precision. Initially devel-
oped for medical imagery, Unet [40] has been show to be a
powerful model in overhead image segmentation [18, 16]
and in the broader segmentation community, with many
variations on the model such as Dense-Unet [29], Res-Unet
[44], Unet++ [50], V-Net[33], and Unet3+ [19]. This is at-
tributed to the auto encoder-like structure where it receives
its ”U” shape and name combined with the skip connec-
tions, feeding high resolution spatial information into the
last layers of the model.

Other models such as DeepLabv3 [9] and Mask-RCNN
[14] have been used successfully in segmentation of over-
head imagery [27, 4]. While these models also perform
very well, we chose to evaluate Unet-based architectures
due to the high performance and large number of variant
models. This high number of variants allowed us to more
easily compare small changes in the model architecture.

Transformers in segmentation. Very recently trans-
formers have started to be used in that segmentation of over-
head imagery [17, 42], achieving good performance. Trans-
formers had already started to become common in other do-
mains such as TransUnet [7], ViT-V-Net [6], TransClaw U-
Net [5], UTNet [13], Cotr [45], and SwinUnet [3] in medi-
cal image segmentation.

Evaluation of transformers. Transformers are rather
new in computer vision and have only recently become
state-of-the-art. As a result, their impact on performance
has not been thoroughly analyzed in many domains and ap-
plications, including our own. While work has been done in
evaluating their generalization capabilities in respect to dis-
tribution shift [47] and how transferable their learned repre-
sentations are [49], these are very general results about the
feature representations derived for other applications. For
segmentation of overhead imagery, to our knowledge, there
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has been no work done towards thoroughly evaluating and
isolating the effect of transformers in state-of-the-art mod-
els.

3. Benchmark datasets
We train and evaluate our data on two large publicly-

available datasets of overhead imagery: the DeepGlobe
(DG) Competition Dataset [11], and the Inria Building La-
beling Competition Dataset [32, 18]. Both of these datasets
contain high-resolution (0.3m ground sampling density)
color imagery with pixel-wise labels indicating the presence
of a building (a value of one), or not (a value of zero). Col-
lectively, these datasets encompass nine diverse cities span-
ning North America, Europe, and Asia, as summarized in
Table 1.

4. Benchmark Segmentation Models
Our aim is to compare similar state-of-the-art models,

shown in Fig 1, and determine what factors contribute to
the overall performance. Specifically, we aim to answer
whether or not transformer layers are valuable in overhead
segmentation. For this we selected the Unet [40], TransUnet
[7], and SwinUnet [3] models since they all use the same
base Unet structure, they are all state-of-of-the-art models
in segmentation, and they contain different levels of trans-
former integration. SwinUnet being entirely transformer
based, Unet being completely convolutional, and TransUnet
a hybrid of transformer and convolutional neural networks.

For most of our comparisons we restrict the number of
parameters for each model such that they can be compared
fairly. The Unet and TransUnet natively have a parameter
count around 105 million and so we select this for our base-
line models. A brief description of each model and their
importance is given below, a more detailed description can
be found in the supplemental material.

Unet. For our baseline Convolutional model we used a
Unet based architecture with a ResNet101 [15] backbone,
shown in Fig 1 (a). The model uses ResNet101 weights
pretrained on ImageNet [28] with the standard Unet struc-
ture described in the paper. We chose to use the Unet
due to its popularity and performance in segmentation tasks
[46, 1, 18, 22]. Its simple and intuitive design has allowed
for many variants, including the transformer based variants
we considered.

TransUnet. For the majority of our experiments we
use a standard TransUnet with Visual Transformer (ViT)
blocks [12] pretrained on ImageNet, shown in Fig 1 (b).
The official implementation is used for the model, and all
model changes are derived from that code base. The Tran-
sUnet proved to be an excellent choice for a convolution-
transformer mixed model due to its simple modification.
The TransUnet is very similar to the standard Unet but with
transformer layers in the deepest part of the encoder. This

Parameter Range

Learning Rate 10µ, µ ∈ U(−4,−1)
Weight Decay 10µ, µ ∈ U(−7,−3)
Window Size [2, 4, 8]

Table 2. Here we list the parameters used in BO in the first column
and their possible values in the second column. µ is taken from
a uniform distribution. Learning rate and weight decay are found
using Bayesian optimization in all models and window size is only
used in the Bayesian optimization for the SwinUnet.

allows for an ablation over different aspects of the model
without effect on the rest of the layers.

SwinUnet. Our fully transformer-based model is a mod-
ified SwinUnet, shown in Fig 1 (c), with weights loaded
from a Swin Base model [31]. We used the implementa-
tion from the original code base for all of our work. We
had modified the original SwinUnet architecture to achieve
an equivalent parameter count to the other models. We also
train a SwinUnet with a Swin Tiny backbone architecture
as is described in the SwinUnet paper and compare that to a
Unet with equivalent parameters to verify that our modified
SwinUnet is representative of the model’s performance. We
use the SwinUnet to represent fully transformer based mod-
els due to its state-of-the-art performance in medical seg-
mentation and the Swin transformers dominance in other
computer vision based tasks such as classification and ob-
ject detection [31, 10].

5. Experimental Design
The primary goal of our study is to compare the effec-

tiveness of recent transformer-based models to state-of-the-
art convolutional models, while controlling the number of
trainable model parameters.

5.1. Data Handling

While the DG dataset contained labels for multiple
classes (e.g., road, building, etc.), we only used the building
labels so that we can train on both datasets together. Our
combined dataset involves a two thirds, one sixth, one sixth
split for training, validation, and testing respectively. For
Inria, we use the official test set as our test set (first six tiles)
and for DG we randomly select one sixth of the data for the
test set. Each city has the same proportions represented in
the training, validation, and test sets.

5.2. Model hyperparameter optimization

To minimize bias towards a particular model, we op-
timized all competing models using BO [41], which is a
systematic, replicable, and transparent process to search
for optimal hyperparameters via experimentation. Further-
more, each model was allowed 30 iterations of BO, ensuring
comparable computational resources were provided to each
model. We chose to use 30 iterations based on our experi-
ments with the Unet. We found that 30 trials explored the
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Figure 2. Heat maps of the parameter space searched with Bayesian Optimization. Sampled points are displayed as block dots, with the
final parameter choice represented by a red dot, and Gaussian processes are used to model the points in between to fill out the space.
Learning rate is plotted on the X-axis with weight decay plotted on the Y-axis. Both learning rate and weight decay are sampled by their
exponential (−3 gives a value of 10−3 or 1e− 3) so that there is equal weight given to parameter values on a log10 scale.

Figure 3. Examples of input images and mask outputs. Each row
is a test image from a different city, with the first row from DG
and the second from Inria. The first column contains the input im-
age, the next three columns contain the predictions from the Unet,
SwinUnet, and TransUnet respectively. The difference with the
ground truth is highlighted, with green showing missed building
pixels and red denoting false alarm building pixels.

hyperparameter space thoroughly and any more trials would
give little to no performance improvements. After approxi-
mately the 20th iteration of BO, the models converged to a
local minima and had minor to no improvements with con-
tinued search time. Fig 2 displays a predicted heat map of
the parameter search space along with the points sampled
during BO. In the supplemental work we include figures
that show the model performance converging, training val-
idation for each BO iteration, and the model performance
corresponding to individual parameters selected. We also
had limited computational resources and 30 trials took ap-
proximately two weeks to complete, requiring six weeks in
total to optimize over the three models. For BO we used
the python implementation provided by the BO library [36].
We initialized the BO with 2 random points, used the ex-
pected improvement [25] acquisition function and set the
exploitation-exploration trade-off parameter (”xi”) to 0.1,
which we found to work well through initial trial and error.
All other parameters were remained at their default values.

For each of our three model classes, we identified a small
set (2-3) of the most influential hyperparameters for inclu-
sion in the BO, shown in Table 2. This includes learning

Model Inria DG Composite Parameters
(M)

Unet34 76.58 78.71 77.74 26.71
SwinUnet Tiny 75.67 77.85 76.87 27.13

Table 3. Smaller versions of Unet and SwinUnet were also trained
to verify that the performance gap exists with the original Swin-
Unet architecture

rate and weight decay, with the addition of window size
for the SwinUnet models. Our goal was to select the most
impactful hyperparameters that would not change the num-
ber of parameters available to the model. In each case we
trained and tested with randomly-selected hyperparameter
settings to initialize the Gaussian Process in the BO. The
models were trained using one fifth of the training dataset
to expedite the process. Note that this still resulted in a rel-
atively large training dataset, including 107 km2 of satel-
lite imagery spanning 9 regions, and requiring 12 hours per
model trained. The last epoch performance on the valida-
tion set was used as the target parameter to optimize in the
BO. The hyperparameters with the highest validation per-
formance were then adopted to train a model on the full
training dataset, which was then evaluated on the withheld
test set as a final unbiased estimator of the model’s perfor-
mance.

The transformer-based models have additional impactful
hyperparameters, such as the number of heads, embedding
dimension, and layer count, however as discussed above,
these can alter the number of trainable parameters in the
model and therefore we fixed these parameters in advance.
We kept these parameters consistent with what was used in
the pretrained models whose weights we use to initialize our
models. To avoid disadvantaging any model, we did not in-
clude these parameters in the BO. However, after perform-
ing BO, we study the impact of the number of transformer
layers in a model by searching over a grid of settings. We
do not explore these for the other architectural parameters
since it would remove the ability to use pretrained weights.
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Model Inria DeepGlobe Composite Parameters
Austin Chicago Kitsap County West Tyrol Vienna Las Vegas Paris Shanghai Khartoum (M)

Unet [40] 81.92 71.58 69.00 80.44 82.53 85.50 72.26 77.13 73.64 79.53 104.89
SwinUnet [3] 80.21 69.62 68.70 80.33 81.85 84.87 70.57 76.25 72.36 78.48 102.64
TransUnet [7] 81.94 73.21 69.19 81.46 82.94 85.45 72.92 77.31 73.79 79.96 105.91

Table 4. Comparison of performance of the three model architectures we tested broken down by city, measured by the intersection-over-
union (IoU). The Unet represents the convolutional only approach, SwinUnet the transformer only approach, and TransUnet being a
combination of the two. Model architecture was selected so that the models would have roughly similar parameter counts. The best
performance on each city is shown in bold.

5.3. Training

All models were trained using the hyperparameters
found from BO on the base model unless stated otherwise.
For example the TransUnet with 6 transformer layers used
the same parameters as were found using the TransUnet
with 12 layers. This approach was used to decrease search
time, and we observed that hyperparameters shared between
similar architectures perform very well. Since training on
a subset of the data was utilized to save time, we used an
adaptive learning schedule and training time. This avoided
the issue of selecting a learning schedule that may have un-
fairly advantaged one model over another, as well as mak-
ing the transition from utilizing a subset of the training data
set to utilizing the full data set smoother. We allowed the
models to train until the validation curve flattened and then
reduced the learning rate by a factor of 2. The learning rate
was dropped three times and then the training was halted.
To determine if the validation had flattened we maintained
a running average of the validation performance and com-
pared the current value against the running average obtained
10 epochs prior. Once there was zero difference between the
two, or the difference was negative, the learning rate was
lowered. After the third drop in learning rate, training was
continued until the validation curve flattened once more and
then training was halted with the last epoch validation used
for scoring the parameter selection.

All models were trained, validated, and tested on Inria
and DG. 650 × 650 patches were taken from each satel-
lite image, normalized by the dataset statistics, and cropped
randomly during training to be 512 × 512. Random rota-
tions of 90◦ were also used during training. The models
were evaluated on a pixel-wise cross entropy loss and a soft
intersection over union (IoU) [39] loss, weighted equally.
5.4. Performance Metrics

We report performance using intersection-over-union
(IoU), because it is widely-used for segmentation of over-
head imagery, and is the official performance metric for the
Inria and DG datasets [11, 32]. IoU measures the intersec-
tion of all predicted building pixels and ground truth labels
over the union of all predicted building pixels and ground
truth labels. The IoU is given by,

IoU =
Prediction ∩ Labels

Prediction ∪ labels
(1)

This results is a metric normalized between 0 and 1 that
intuitively encapsulates how well the model predicted the
ground truth labels. The three right columns of images in
Fig 3 demonstrate an example of prediction vs. ground truth
where the intersection is shown by the white pixels and the
union is all non-black pixels.

6. Model Performance Comparisons
We performed a number of experiments to isolate spe-

cific changes and impact of the model and parameter selec-
tion process. We evaluated the effect that different num-
bers of transformer layers, pretraining, parameter searches,
and transformer layers in general had on the model’s per-
formance. Fig 3 demonstrates each model’s performance
on our test sets.

Standard-sized models. The results from our standard-
sized models are reported in Table 4, where TransUnet
achieves the highest overall IoU, followed by the Unet and
the SwinUnet, respectively. These rankings persist for each
of the two benchmark datasets as well, suggesting that the
results are somewhat robust to variations in the underly-
ing data. These results are comparable to current state-of-
the-art results on Inria [8, 26, 51]. The results tentatively
suggest that including some transformer modules (e.g., the
TransUnet) is beneficial, however including too much can
be detrimental (e.g., SwinUnet). The TransUnet performs
consistently better than the Unet, which reflects the finding
in the TransUnet and SwinUnet papers [7, 3], but the Swi-
nUnet results seem to under-perform. Prior research has
found that Transformer-based models are more difficult to
train than convolutional models, and tend to improve faster
with growing quantities of training data [30, 12]. It is pos-
sible therefore that, as overhead imagery datasets continue
to grow, the SwinUnet may perform relatively better. Given
the sample complexity and size of our training data how-
ever, it does not. The lower performance of SwinUnet in
this setting provides support to the notion that long range
dependencies are not as beneficial in the early stages of seg-
mentation in overhead imagery and that localized informa-
tion is important in overhead imagery.

Small-sized models. To fairly compare the SwinUnet
model and increase its parameter count we added trans-
former blocks and loaded the model from the pretrained
Swin Base checkpoint, using the base architecture instead
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(e.g. number of heads, hidden layer dimensions). This
could disadvantage the model since we have not performed
an extensive architectural search for the optimal large Swi-
nUnet, whereas, the Unet and TransUnet were tested in
their original form and thus were likely more optimized.
To verify that in enlarging the SwinUnet architecture we
didn’t disadvantage the model in training we also compared
the SwinUnet with a Swin Tiny backbone to the Unet with
ResNet34 structure. We performed BO on both these mod-
els in the same manner as described above and trained them
in exactly same manner. Table 3 shows the results on the
test set and the results are consistent with the results found
using the larger models as reported in Table 4.

6.1. Are Transformers Beneficial?

Under fair conditions TransUnet, a transformer-
convolutional hybrid, out-performed both the alternate Unet
and SwinUnet on a large and diverse test set. While this
gives credibility to the notion that transformers improve
a model’s performance for segmentation of overhead im-
agery, this claim cannot be made based on the performance
improvements alone. We have found that while remov-
ing all transformer layers from TransUnet decreases perfor-
mance, as shown in Table 6, the model still outperforms the
small Unet and performs similarly to the large Unet. Since
the TransUnet with no transformer layers and a greatly re-
duced model size (by parameter count) performs on a simi-
lar level to the Unet then it is clear that there are other fac-
tors in the TransUnet architecture that boost performance.
To resolve this ambiguity, we performed an ablation by sub-
stituting the transformer layers in the TransUnet with other
layer types, shown in Table 7. We found that while the ben-
efit is small, adding transformers can improve model per-
formance over other layer types.

7. Additional Analysis and Ablations

7.1. Window Size Effect

One of the parameters used for the SwinUnet in the BO
search was the window size. We found in the search that
a window size of 4 was ideal for performance but wanted
to verify the accuracy of the search and the importance of
this parameter. In Table 5 we provide the performance of
3 models trained with window size of 2, 4, and 8. The re-
sults show that the selected window size performed best and
that increasing the window size had negligible effects while
reducing it caused a large drop in performance.

7.2. Layer Ablation

We considered the effect that the number of transformer
layers used had on performance. Table 6 shows the perfor-
mance of the TransUnet with 0, 6, 8, 10, and 12 transformer
layers. The Unet is included for comparison. We found

Model Window Inria DG Composite Parameters
Size (M)

2 76.90 78.95 78.02 102.62
SwinUnet 4 77.18 79.55 78.48 102.64

8 77.12 79.10 78.21 102.73

Table 5. We trained the SwinUnet with varying window sizes to
determine the effect of window size on the model and to verify that
the BO correctly picked the highest performing parameter. Each
row provides the performance on the test set of a SwinUnet model
trained with a different window size. All other training parameters
were kept constant.

Model Transformer Inria DG Composite Parameters
Layers (M)

Unet34 0 76.58 78.71 77.74 26.71
Unet101 0 78.41 80.46 79.53 104.89

0 78.65 80.20 79.51 20.86
6 80.02 80.83 80.47 63.38

TransUnet 8 80.12 81.04 80.63 77.56
10 79.90 80.94 80.47 91.74
12 79.22 80.56 79.96 105.91
14 79.98 81.07 80.58 120.09

Table 6. We performed an ablation over the number of transformer
layers used. Unet and TransUnet with 0 layers are included to
show the benefit that transformer layers provide.

that on average the TransUnet with 8 transformer layers per-
formed the best but that the performance did not change dra-
matically for any model other than the 0 layer TransUnet.
We also found that the 12 layer TransUnet performed the
worst of all of the TransUnet models with transformer lay-
ers. This leads us to believe that the BO search found gen-
erally good hyperparameters that work well across different
variations of the TransUnet.

Another interesting finding was that the TransUnet with
0 transformer layers performed almost as well as it did with
transformer layers; it outperformed the RestNet34-based
U-Net despite it have somewhat more parameters, and it
performed equivalent to the Unet baseline model despite
it having substantially more parameters. This implies that
the transformer portion of the TransUnet is only one fac-
tor in its performance advantage over the Unet architecture,
and that there are other factors contributing to the Tran-
sUNet’s performance advantages. One notable difference
between the Unet and the TransUnet is that the Unet does
not use padding in many of its convolutional layers, leading
to smaller feature tensors and resulting in a difference in
the dimensions between the encoder and decoder. This dif-
ference in dimensions does not allow for all of the encoder
features to be passed to the decoder via the skip connections
and reduces the amount of high resolution information pro-
vided to the decoder. While we did not test this hypothesis,
which would require large architectural changes to either
the TransUnet or the Unet, there were few other factors that
we believe could cause such a large difference in perfor-
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Model Architecture Type Pretraining Used Inria DG Composite Parameters (M)

TransUnet Fully Connected No 76.07 77.75 76.99 103.76
TransUnet Convolutional No 77.42 79.48 78.55 105.82
TransUnet Transformer No 77.88 79.66 78.86 105.91
TransUnet Transformer Yes 79.22 80.56 79.96 105.91

Table 7. We explore the effect of using transformer layers in the last stage of the encoder. Here we compare the standard TransUnet model
with variations that replace the transformer layers with fully connected layers or 3 convolutional blocks. Note that pretrained weights are
used for all layers except the transformer layers and their replacements.

Model Hyperparameters Inria DG CompositeUsed

TransUnet TransUnet 79.22 80.56 79.96
Unet 79.65 80.91 80.35

Unet TransUnet 78.57 80.36 79.55
Unet 78.41 80.46 79.53

Table 8. We tested the effects of using hyperparameters found from
a BO search on one model when applied to another model. For ex-
ample we used the hyperparameters found through our BO proce-
dure on Unet and trained a TransUnet with those parameters. The
table shows that performance is somewhat robust to the hyperpa-
rameters used for training. The ”Hyperparameters Used” column
denotes which model was used in the hyperparameter search.

mance.

7.3. Pretraining and Parameter Effect

It is well known that pretraining is important for good
model performance, this is especially important for trans-
former models [12]. We evaluated the impact that pretrain-
ing has by training a model with randomized weights for
the transformer layers only. Table 7 displays the perfor-
mance of the TransUnet with and without pretraining for
its transformer layer. Note that pretrained weights were
still used for all other layers of the model. The random-
ized TransUnet underperforms even the TransUnet with no
transformer layer, indicating that randomizing the weights
is more detrimental to the performance than not including
the layers.

We also investigated the importance of using BO for each
model architecture was. It is very time consuming to opti-
mize for every architectural change in the model and cross
architecture comparisons become moot if there is large vari-
ability in the performance depending on how the hyper pa-
rameters are obtained. To test this we use the hyperparam-
eters found from the Unet BO search to train the TransUnet
and vice versa. Table 8 shows that performance is consistent
in this scenario and actually improves for both models.

7.4. Transformer Effect

In discovering that the transformer layer is not neces-
sary for improvement over the baseline Unet, we explored
some variations of the baseline TransUnet model by replac-
ing the transformer layer with other layer types. Since these
modifications are non-standard we did not have pretrained

Figure 4. The max IoU trial versus the current iteration is dis-
played for all three baseline Bayesian optimizations. Each model
improves greatly in the beginning but then converges at around or
before the 20th iteration, with minor or no improvements in per-
formance afterwards.

Figure 5. Shown here is the training validation at every epoch for
each iteration of Bayesian optimization. Each model was allowed
30 iteration of Bayesian optimization to find the optimum hyperpa-
rameters. The darker lines represent the later trials and the lighter
the line, the earlier the trial. Since we used an adaptive stopping
criteria some trials end earlier if their performance stagnates or is
very poor for that stage of training.

weights for these layers and thus randomly initialized them.
To account for this, we compare the modified models to the
TransUnet with pretrained and randomized weights. This is
not a perfect comparison since transformer models seem to
be more sensitive to pretraining in general.

First, we simply replaced the transformer layers with
fully connected layers. The input to these fully connected
layers were the same patch embedding used for the trans-
former layers. The authors of Unet motivate using trans-
former layers to help gather global context in the encod-
ing process. Fully connected layers should be able to also
model global relationships in the image. The added fully
connected layers are of the same input and output dimen-
sions as the input embedding. We used ReLU activation
[35] and layer normalization [2] between every fully con-
nected layer. Enough layers were added such that the to-
tal parameter count was similar to our standard TransUnet
model.
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We also evaluated the effect of replacing the transformer
layers with more convolutional layers. We removed the lin-
ear embedding as to retain the spatial dimensions of the fea-
tures. We did not explore many different configurations for
the convolutional replacements and just used simple 3 × 3
convolutional filters with the same channel size as the trans-
former layers and residual connections between layers. We
used ReLU activation and batch normalization [23] after
each convolutional layer. To keep the comparisons as fair
as possible we added enough layers to increase the parame-
ter count to be equal to the standard TransUnet.

The results presented in Table 7 show that using trans-
former layers has a greater impact than naively using other
layer types. While it is impossible to say how much larger
of an impact transformers have on performance compared
to using convolutional or fully connected layers without
an exhaustive search over the architectural space, we have
found that using transformers provided slight performance
improvements over using convolutions or fully connected
layers in a reasonable manner.

7.5. Effectiveness of Bayesian Optimization

The conclusions of this work depends heavily upon the
premise that BO found good hyperparameters for each of
our competing models, reflecting their performance in prac-
tice, given a typical systematic optimization of model hy-
perparameters. In this section we provide evidence that
three key steps of our BO was effective, providing strong
evidence the BO process as a whole were effective.

First we present evidence that BO found near-optimal
parameters within its search range. To do this, for each of
our three BOs (one for each competing model in our experi-
ments), we report the model’s performance (IOU) estimated
by the Gaussian Process model as a function of hyperparam-
eter settings. These estimates are made over a dense grid
and are reported as an image in Fig. 2, where we have also
overlaid the IoUs obtained by experiment at hyperparame-
ter settings sampled by the BO. From these results, we see
that there was a clear local optimum for each of the three
models, suggesting that we chose sufficiently large search
ranges for each model to find good hyperparameters. Fur-
thermore, the BO sampled one (or more) points near to these
local optima, suggesting that near-locally-optimal hyperpa-
rameters were obtained for each model.

These conclusions are corroborated by results presented
in Fig. 4, where we also report the maximum IoU obtained
as a function of the number of BO iterations run for each
model. We see that for each model the IoUs initially found
were relatively low, and then (often steadily) increased un-
til reaching some point of saturation, where greater IoUs
were not found after many iterations. It is clear from Fig 2
too that the BO models were not simply sampling similar
settings (which is possible in BO with poor BO hyperpa-

rameter settings), but instead they sampled a diverse set of
hyperparameters across the search space. These results sug-
gest that BO effectively improved the hyperparameter set-
tings, and did so until a robust optimum setting was found.

Collectively, these results suggest that BO was effective,
as long as the IoUs obtained from individual experiments
(i.e., training and validating a model with a single hyper-
parameter) were valid. This is not guaranteed, since we
needed to carefully design an automatic stopping criteria
for training the models, which allowed models to train until
they consistently did not improve, and before any overfit-
ting reduces their performance. In Fig. 5 we report the
validation IOU as a function of epoch for all of the models
trained during the BO process, where most models exhibit
expected validation error during training, and appear to sat-
urate in IOU at, or before, the end of training.

8. Conclusion
In this work we studied whether, and to what degree,

transformers are beneficial for segmentation tasks in over-
head imagery. To address this question, we performed a
large-scale systematic empirical comparison of three state-
of-the-art segmentation models, where each model utilizes
progressively more transformer-based structures. We con-
sidered the following three models: U-Net [21], TransUnet
[7], and SwinUnet [3]. Based upon our results, we make the
following conclusions:

• Transformers provide consistent, but modest, perfor-
mance improvements. This performance advantage
was only observed in hybrid architectures (e.g., the
TransUnet), comprising a convolutional encoder fol-
lowed by transformers, which performed best among
all models. Fully transformer-based models (e.g., Swi-
nUnet) achieved relatively poor performance.

• We found that the U-Net structure used in the Trans-
U-Net (e.g., when operated without any transformer
layers) performed better than other U-Net structures of
comparable size (see Section 7.2). We were unable to
isolate the precise cause of this advantage.

To our knowledge, this represents the most systematic com-
parison of transformers within the remote sensing literature
to date, providing more robust evidence regarding the im-
pact of transformers. We note several limitations of our ex-
periments that should be considered when interpreting our
results: (i) we focused on segmentation tasks; (ii) we only
employed building target classes; (iii) we used relatively
small training sets compared to color imagery applications.
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